IN LOVING MEMORY OF
Martha Makok Angulalik
June 3, 1960 - March 20, 2010

On March 20th, 2010 our dear mother, grandmother, sister, aunt and friend passed away peacefully in Cambridge Bay.
Martha is survived by children, Robbie (Lavenia), Shauna (Joey), Elizabeth (Tyler), grandchildren, Kieran, Mesha and Seth. Sisters, Gwen, Katie (Matthew), Mary and Emily (Charlie).

You will be dearly missed and loved forever Mom.

Thank you to:
Charlie and Millie Evalik
Clarissa Koblogina
Susie Taptoona
Mary Kiladlouk, Paul Omilgoetok
Kiilinik High School and Staff
Ikaluktutiak DEA, Kullik Staff and Students
Kitikmeot Heritage Society
Ikaluktutiak Co-op Board and Staff
Charlie Lyall, Canadian North
Cambridge Bay Wellness Centre and Life Skills prog
Karen Macfarlane
Taloyoak Ipiqiqatigiit Society
Kim and Dave Crockett
Agnes Ayalik, Agnes Egotak
Peter and Mercy Panegyuk
Gail Tikhak, Clara Evalik, Casey Adlem
Kitikmeot Law Centre
Lew Snooks and CamBay Housing Assoc.
Harry and Mary Rose Maksagak
Harry Etugik, Keith Lear Sr.

Many, many thanks going out to all who supported the Angulalik family with thoughts, prayers and contributions during the loss of our dear mother, grandmother, sister, aunt and friend of the late Martha Makok Angulalik.

God Bless.